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CLIMATOLOGY

Orbital variations as a major driver of climate and biome distribution during the greenhouse to icehouse transition

Delphine Tardif1–7*, Agathe Toumoulin1, Frédéric Fluteau2, Yannick Donnadieu1, Guillaume Le Hir2, Natasha Barbolini3, Alexis Licht1, Jean-Baptiste Ladant4, Pierre Sepulchre4, Nicolas Viovy4, Carina Hoorn5, Guillaume Dupont-Nivet6,7

Recent studies suggest increasing sensitivity to orbital variations across the Eocene-Oligocene greenhouse to icehouse climate transition. However, climate simulations and paleoenvironmental studies mostly provide snapshots of the past climate, therefore overlooking the role of this short-term variability in driving major environmental changes and possibly biasing model-data comparisons. We address this problem by performing numerical simulations describing the end-members of eccentricity, obliquity, and precession. The orbitally induced biome variability obtained in our simulations allows to reconcile previous apparent mismatch between models and paleobotanical compilations. We show that precession-driven intermittent monsoon-like climate may have taken place during the Eocene, resulting in biomes shifting from shrubland to tropical forest in the intertropical convergence zone migration region. Our Oligocene simulations suggest that, along with decreased pCO2, orbital variations crucially modulated major faunal dispersal events around the EOT such as the Grande Coupure by creating and fragmenting the biome corridors along several key land bridges.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, the application of statistical analysis on the Cenozoic δ13C and δ18O benthic records (1) has highlighted an increased climate sensitivity to orbital variations across the late Eocene to early Oligocene. However, numerical simulations are usually performed using a modern orbital configuration and the simulated climate is often described as representative of the studied period, regardless of orbital changes. This approach is problematic because contrasted orbital configurations can lead to profoundly different climates over short periods of time (2–5). Several modeling studies have demonstrated the impact of orbital variations on some key Eocene greenhouse climatic features. Configurations triggering warm boreal and cool austral summers were shown to favor ice-sheet buildup over Antarctica in the late Eocene (6) and to induce seasonal temperature changes by up to 10°C (3). They also reinforce the Asian and African monsoons (7,8) and shrink arid zones to the benefit of more forested biomes due to amplified intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) migration inland (9). The number of modeling studies assessing the sensitivity of the early Oligocene climate to orbital forcing, on the other hand, remains limited apart from studies focusing specifically on the Antarctic glaciation (6,10,11).

The validation of this greenhouse to icehouse climate sensitivity to astronomical forcing is made possible in rare deposits recording and identifying orbital variations over the continents. In eastern China [Jianghan Basin, 42 million years ago (Ma) to 32 Ma], eccentricity-paced evaporite and mudstone deposits suggest oscillations from wetter to drier climates due to monsoon strength variations (12). In northeastern Tibet (Xining Basin, 40 Ma to 34 Ma), ephemeral lacustrine deposits record a strong obliquity signal, interpreted as the possible remote forcing exerted by incipient ice sheets on continental Chinese climate (13,14). In northwestern Europe (Isle of Wight, 35 Ma to 33 Ma), the analysis of clay mineral distribution suggests an eccentricity imprint on the local hydrological cycle (15). Orbital forcing imprint is also suggested in Montana (16) and in the Ebro Basin in Spain (17,18).

In addition to these sparse high-resolution records, our understanding of the greenhouse-icehouse transition continental climatic evolution comes mainly from fossilized paleobotanical remains, which offer snapshots of the climate prevailing when they were deposited. Like most pre-Quaternary paleoclimatic indicators, many of these proxies are loosely constrained in space and time and are therefore often implicitly interpreted as reflecting the “average” climate over long periods. The great heterogeneity observed among the various continental archives is apparent from the different compilations of paleoclimatic indicators available for these periods [see (19,20) and references therein for localities cited below]. While some fieldwork reveals little change in flora throughout the Eocene-Oligocene, as in Patagonia or southeastern and central Europe, on the contrary, other paleosols and/or paleobotanical studies denote important climatic and floristic shifts toward cooler and drier conditions. Among these, numerous sites indicate that these changes initiated during the late Eocene, for example, in North America, western Europe, and eastern Asia (20). Only a few sites, principally in North America and Eurasia, display a change specifically across the eocene-oligocene transition (EOT).

In addition, notable faunal turnover episodes showing a partial replacement of Mongolian, European, and American local mammal
communities by eastern Asian rodents and lagomorphs are reported through the greenhouse-icehouse. The Mongolian Remodeling (21–24) is dated at ca. 34.9 Ma, and the European (25–27) and American Grande Coupure are dated around the EOT (33.9 Ma) (28) or at the Oi-1 (33.5 Ma) (25, 26), with a possible early migration wave to southeastern Europe in the late Eocene (40 Ma to 35 Ma) (27). These pulses in faunal migration, radiating from Asia to other continents, are thought to be the result of a complex interplay between the proto-Tibetan orography evolution (29, 30) and the global cooling and aridification of Asia induced by the combined pCO₂ (partial pressure of CO₂) drawdown and the retreat of the Paratethys Sea initiated at ~40 Ma (24, 26). However, although biome connectivity is an important driver of faunal dispersal (31, 32), the possible influence of orbital cycles on the climate and vegetation coverage of these key land bridges has never been assessed, nor suggested as a potential forcing.

We propose that orbital forcing may have played a substantial part in explaining the substantially heterogeneous history of biome reconstruction throughout the late Eocene period. To this end, we simulate late Eocene climate and vegetation sensitivity to orbital forcing and to a pCO₂ halving using the IPSL-CM5A2 earth system model and the ORCHIDEE dynamic vegetation land surface model (see Materials and Methods). We first compare a set of seven late Eocene simulations [1120 parts per million (ppm), no ice sheet] describing extreme combinations of obliquity, precession, and eccentricity (Table 1). Although these configurations represent orbital end-members that were not attained (but regularly approached) during the studied 40-Ma to 32-Ma interval (fig. S1), they maximize the impact of each orbital configuration on the simulated global climate and vegetation and allow us to disentangle the role played by each parameter. In a second step, we compare this set of late Eocene simulations to a set of three early Oligocene simulations, with a pCO₂ reduced to 560 ppm, an Antarctic ice sheet, and three different orbital configurations. Results are analyzed and compared to two available biome compilations from the latest Eocene and earliest Oligocene, respectively (20).

RESULTS

We first provide an overview of the climate and vegetation sensitivity to orbital forcing with late Eocene conditions. Then, we describe the impact of each orbital parameter on ITCZ, mid-latitude and high-latitude regions in that period, illustrated by detailed case studies. Last, we describe how orbital parameters affect the Oligocene climate and vegetation and replace our results in the broader context of faunal and floral shift at the greenhouse-icehouse transition. Note that the vegetation outputs of the land surface ORCHIDEE model are plant functional type (PFT) abundances (see Materials and Methods), which are used for detailed fine-resolution analysis of the paleovegetation evolution at a regional scale. In addition, PFTs were translated into biomes to be comparable to existing proxy compilations (20) and to identify global trends (see Materials and Methods).

Late Eocene global climatic and vegetation sensitivity to orbital forcing

The Eocene group of simulations (1120 ppm) yields continental mean annual temperatures (MATs) ranging from 22.9° to 24.7°C depending on the orbital configuration (Table 1). The highest MAT is obtained with the highest obliquities [hot boreal summer high obliquity (HBHO), hot austral summer high obliquity (HAHO), high obliquity (HO)] due to increased heating of high latitudes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orbital configuration</th>
<th>Eccentricity</th>
<th>Precession</th>
<th>Obliquity</th>
<th>pCO₂ (ppm)</th>
<th>MAT (°C)</th>
<th>MATR (°C)</th>
<th>MAP (mm/year)</th>
<th>Albedo (%)</th>
<th>Desert (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modern (MOD)</td>
<td>0.016715</td>
<td>102.7</td>
<td>23.441</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>1177</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>30.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot boreal summer high obliquity (HBHO)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>1163</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>32.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot austral summer high obliquity (HAHO)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>1210</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>29.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High obliquity (HO)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>1205</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>30.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low obliquity (LO)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>1140</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot boreal summer low obliquity (HBLO)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>1152</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>32.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot austral summer low obliquity (HALO)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>1148</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>30.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Simulation boundary conditions and global climatic results. Precession is expressed as the longitude of the perihelion. Hot austral summer configurations are at perihelion on the 21st of December, which is close to the present-day value (4th of January), whereas hot boreal summer configurations are at perihelion on the 21st of June. Global results given in the right panel are mean annual temperature (MAT), mean annual temperature range (MATR), mean annual precipitation (MAP), land surface albedo, and desert proportion averaged along the year over the emerged lands.
Configurations with a precession favoring hot boreal summers and cold boreal winters [HBHO and hot boreal summer low obliquity (HBLO)] trigger the most seasonal climates with average mean annual temperature ranges (MATRs) higher than 12°C, whereas other configurations yield MATRs between 3.3° and 8.5°C. On a global scale, the more seasonal climates are also correlated to higher desert proportions (>32% of land surface) and high values of continental surface albedo (>9%; Table 1). This translates to higher seasonality in precipitations, which will be illustrated in the following case studies. These global trends provide a first-order glance at orbitally triggered variations in temperature, precipitation, and seasonality, and their spatial reparation is further detailed in Fig. 1.

The reference Eocene simulation [modern (MOD) orbital configuration, 1120 ppm] displays MATs ranging from ~45°C in the tropics to ~0°C in Antarctica (Fig. 1A). The most extreme temperature seasonality is simulated in Antarctica, Canada, and eastern Siberia (MATRs of ~40° to 45°C), while the equatorial regions experience very low MATR (~2.5°C; Fig. 1C). Mean annual precipitations (MAPs) are abundant at low latitudes (~3000 mm/year), while the subtropics, especially in Asia, show extremely arid regions (~<500 mm/year; Fig. 1E). Orbitally forced variability drives modest MAT variations up to ±2°C especially at high latitudes and in the subtropics (Fig. 1B) due to compensating effects between seasons. MATR variability is more notable, with orbitally induced changes of ±7°C, particularly in mid-latitude continental interiors such as North America, Asia, and Antarctica (Fig. 1D). Tropical precipitations also display important variability, with changes as high as ±70% of MAP, which is closely related to summer ITCZ latitudinal shifts (Fig. 1F).

The MOD Eocene simulation produces low-latitude tropical forests gradually transforming into drier and more open environments (shrubland, savanna/woodland, or desert) as latitude increases (Fig. 1G). While temperate mixed and coniferous forests dominate from mid-latitudes poleward, the presence of warm-temperate forests remains substantial, especially in coastal environments (Australia, western Europe, and Patagonia). Continental Antarctica is the only region displaying cold forest biome. The evaluation of the vegetation sensitivity to orbital forcing (see Materials and Methods for details on the definition of this metric) highlights broad regions where the vegetation remains stable under changing orbital conditions (Fig. 1H, light gray shading). Stable tropical forests are mainly situated over the equator, while a variety of resilient warm, temperate, and cold forests are found at higher latitudes (their specific PFT composition is detailed in Fig. S2). Conversely, many regions appear to be highly sensitive to orbital changes (Fig. 1H, dark gray shading), especially in the subtropics and poleward of 70°.

As a first validation, we compare our simulated biomes to a Priabonian (38 Ma to 33.9 Ma) biome reconstruction based on palynological data [symbols in Fig. 1H; (20)]. Biomes simulated in MOD Eocene match with ~54% of the proxy-based reconstruction. However, inclusion of the biome variability obtained with the six orbitally end-member simulations increases the match to ~83%. Approximately 31% of the compilation sites exhibit a match between the data and the model in all simulations (squares in Fig. 1H), and ~52% in at least one of the orbital simulations (circles in Fig. 1H). On the contrary, the simulations fail to match the biome reconstruction in ~16% of the sites, suggesting that other sources than orbital forcing exist for these discrepancies. These sources may be manifold and are examined in Discussion. In the following sections, we focus on the regions showing the most important vegetation sensitivity to orbital forcing (boxes in Fig. 1H) and detail the climatic drivers behind these changes. The detailed biome distribution for each end-member simulation is given in Fig. S3.

**Low latitudes and the precession-driven ITCZ position**

At low latitudes, the warm conditions experienced throughout the year in all orbital configurations only permit tropical trees or grasses to establish (Fig. 1). Therefore, precipitation is thought to be the main driver of vegetation changes observed in these regions (Fig. 1, F and H). This translates into highly variable proportions of bare soil relative to tropical vegetation or grasses, as exemplified through four sites (Fig. 2A, captions I to 4). They all present increasing proportions of vegetation in response to increasing summer insolation (Fig. 2C): Northeastern Brazil and Tanzania sites range from open and grassy tropical environments (in hot boreal configurations) to closed tropical forest (in hot austral configurations), while Mexico and southeastern China vary from woodland or shrubland environment (in hot austral settings) to open tropical forest environment (in hot boreal configurations). These biome variations appear to be tightly linked to the strength and duration of the summer precipitation peak (shown in ombrothermic diagrams in Fig. 2B), which is driven at these latitudes by the ITCZ seasonal migration (Fig. 1F). While the occurrence of open environments adapted to seasonally dry climate in these regions is attested in Asia, this type of vegetation is less firmly supported on other continents. The presence of woodland is suggested in Tanzania in the late-middle Eocene (33, 34), as well as the increase for open dry-adapted habitat in the southern United States (35) and the possible early onset of the “dry diagonal” separating the Amazonian from the Atlantic forest biotas across Brazil (31, 36).

The latitudinal position of the ITCZ, together with the extent of monsoonal conditions onshore, is strongly influenced by summer insolation (37). Therefore, orbital configurations leading to high summer insolation values are expected to produce latitudinal shifts in the subtropical summer rainfall regimes (Fig. 1F). The most spectacular ITCZ migrations are simulated over eastern Asia (from ~8°N to ~30°N), Central America (from ~18°N to ~23°N), and South America (from ~20°S to ~26°S) and drive a variability in the annual water budget in the subtropics that can be as high as 30 to 80% (Fig. 1F). Our simulations suggest that monsoon-like precipitation seasonality might have existed intermittently during astronomical extrema in the late Eocene, resulting in sporadic increases in moisture and more vegetated subtropical regions. While this pattern appears, at first order, mainly controlled by precession cyclicity, we also note that the “high obliquity” configurations tend to favor this enhanced inland ITCZ migration when compared to their “low obliquity” counterparts. However, obliquity does not trigger major insolation changes at these latitudes (<10 W/m² between HBHO and HBLO, while there is a difference of 115 W/m² between HBHO and HAHO). This suggests that summer insolation gradients involving higher latitudes ought to be considered to understand the full complexity of the process (see Discussion).

**Mid-latitudes: Large-scale patterns and temperature thresholds**

Between 25° and 50° (Fig. 1H), the vegetation response to orbital forcing is more complex due to an overlapping influence of temperature and precipitation change. The MATR at these latitudes is...
consequent (from 10°C in coastal settings to 30°C in continental ones; Fig. 1C) and exhibits important variations (5° to 8°C) under varying orbital forcing (Fig. 1D). These temperature changes can induce the crossing of several PFT bioclimatic thresholds, particularly between tropical and temperate PFTs (table S1). In addition, MAPs can locally vary by up to 25% (Fig. 1F). Therefore, the simulated PFT variability is manifold: vegetation proportion versus desert, changes in each PFT relative abundance, or even (dis)appearance of PFT.
Around 30°N, the PFT variability in coastal regions experiencing relatively high precipitation regimes (MAP > 1000 mm/year; Fig. 1, E and F) is generally dominated by temperature changes. This is exemplified by the “Louisiana” site (Fig. 3), displaying temperate-dominated PFT assemblages in hot boreal summer configurations (HBHO and HBLO) and gradually switching to tropical-dominated in hot austral summer configurations [hot austral summer low obliquity (HALO) and HAHO]. In these regions, the abundance of temperate trees appears to be well constrained by variations in the cold month mean temperature: Hot austral configurations generate warmer winters (∼15°C; Fig. 3B) that tend to inhibit the settlement of temperate trees due to their bioclimatic limitations (cold month mean temperature max = 15.5°C for temperate broadleaf evergreen and temperate broadleaf summergreen PFTs; table S1). HBHO and HBLO configurations, on the other hand, trigger colder winters (cold month mean temperature < 15°C) that allow more competitive temperate trees to settle. Here again, the transition is mainly tuned to precession variations, as varying obliquity configurations [HO and low obliquity (LO)] do not seem to greatly affect these PFT proportions.

At higher latitudes (>40°), some sites experience noticeable biome variations. This is exemplified in the Montana area, where biomes as diverse as open mixed temperate forest (Fig. 3A, HALO configuration) shift to shrubland and woodland in the other configurations. This seems to corroborate observations from previous studies on paleosols, suggesting a possible orbital cyclicity in the MAP of this region, oscillating between ∼400 and ∼700 mm/year (14). Our findings simulate arid to subarid climatic conditions and demonstrate a strong response of the regional hydrology to precession, which could have affected pedogenic carbonate formation. Similarly, northern Australian biomes vary from tropical forest (more or less open forest, depending on the configurations) to woodland biomes (HBLO and HBHO configurations; Fig. 3A). The respective proportions of temperate versus tropical PFTs in these regions are easily attributed to insolation-driven winter temperature changes. In northern Australia, an increase in the proportion

---

Fig. 2. Low-latitude zones of high biome variability illustrated through four representative sites: Mexico, southeastern China, northeastern Brazil, and Tanzania. (A) Vegetation: PFT composition (in %), each line corresponding to one of the seven orbital configurations described in Table 1. (B) Climate: Ombrothermic diagram displaying (for each orbital configuration) the evolution of temperature (full lines, in °C) and precipitation (dotted lines, in mm/month) along the year (horizontal axis). (C) Insolation profiles (in W/m²) along the year. The orbital configurations’ color coding is the same in all subpanels and in the following figures. Please note that the order of the simulation labels varies between sites in the northern and southern hemispheres according to decreasing summer insolation values.
of temperate PFTs (up to 20%) is visible in configurations yielding colder winters (∼17°C from July to September in HALO, HAHO, and HO). To a lesser extent, in Montana, warmer winter temperature (∼10°C) triggered by hot austral configurations (HAHO and HALO) allows (rare) tropical trees to remain (∼2%), while colder winters (∼4°C) triggered by hot boreal configurations (HBHO and HBLO) allow (rare) conifers to settle (∼2%).

The precipitation variations in these mid-latitude regions (up to 30% in MAP changes in Montana and 20% over northern Australia; Fig. 1B) are less straightforward to interpret than for the lower latitudes. Each site displays a specific signature that is dependent on its geographic environment. The biome diversity observed in Montana appears, for instance, to reflect the sensitivity of the region to the Jet Stream position (fig. S4). In detail, most configurations lead to important temperature gradients that produce a strongly “wavy” Jet Stream, which deviates Pacific westerlies toward higher latitudes and ultimately generates heavy summer precipitations over the American eastern coast and a depletion in rainfall over the Montana region.  

Fig. 3. Mid- and high-latitude zones of high biome variability illustrated through six representative sites: Montana, Louisiana, northern Australia, the Bering Strait, Svalbard, and Seymour Island. (A to C) The formalism is the same as in Fig. 2.
(fig. S4A). On the contrary, the HALO experiment yields the coolest summer temperatures over northern America, which produces a more zonal Jet Stream (fig. S4B) and allows the input of more abundant summer precipitation from the Pacific.

**High latitudes: Where obliquity is modulated by precession**
Mid to high latitudes (∼45°N to 70°N) are dominated by cool MATs (from 15° to 5°C in the Northern Hemisphere, down to 0°C in Antarctica; Fig. 1A), high MATR (mostly >25°C; Fig. 1C), and relatively low precipitations (MAP < 1000 mm/year; Fig. 1E). These climatic features translate into temperate mixed and temperate coniferous forests in the Northern Hemisphere, with some warm-temperate forest fringing Atlantic and Pacific coastal areas (e.g., west United States and Europe; figs. S2 and S3), and occasionally patches of more open shrubland zones at the highest latitudes. In the Southern Hemisphere, the vegetation is similarly characterized by temperate mixed and temperate coniferous forests with variable extension of cold forest in continental Antarctica (fig. S3). High latitudes host the widest regions of low PFT sensitivity to orbital forcing, for example, in Siberia, Canada, Australia, or Scandinavia (gray shading in Fig. 1H and detailed PFT compositions given in fig. S2). However, important biome changes exist locally, such as in the Bering, Svalbard, or the Seymour Island regions (Fig. 3).

At these latitudes, the main astronomical driver of climate and biome changes is obliquity through important summer insolation variations (Fig. 3). These variations translate into the most substantial MAT changes (up to 2°C; Fig. 1B), as well as MATR shifts (3° to 7°C; Fig. 1D) and MAP variations of 5 to 20% (Fig. 1F). The imprint of obliquity is particularly clear in Northern Hemisphere sites, where low obliquity configurations (LO and HALO) trigger the coldest and driest conditions (Fig. 3B), which favor either conifers (+20% from HO to LO and +30% from HAHO and HALO in Bering Strait) or grasses (+50% from HO to LO and +60% from HAHO and HALO in Svalbard). The fact that no temperature threshold modulates grass development in the model suggests that this expansion of grassland in low obliquity configurations is triggered by the slightly drier conditions in Svalbard. The Southern Hemisphere response is similar, although less contrasted, probably due to the oceanic climatic buffering effect. For instance, at Seymour Island, low obliquity settings favor conifers in HA configuration (+20% from HAHO to HALO) and grasses in other configurations (+8% from HO to LO and +20% from HBHO to HBLO). The simulations also suggest a precession-driven modulation of the obliquity forcing at high latitudes; the combination of low obliquity and precession yielding hot boreal (austral) summer in the Northern (Southern) Hemisphere does not trigger as many changes as that of low obliquity and other precessions (e.g., +7% conifers between HBLO and HBHO in Northern Hemisphere sites against +30% between HALO and HAHO).

**Into the Oligocene: A paradigm change**
To place the previous results in the context of declining pCO2 at the EOT, we performed an early Oligocene simulation, which is strictly comparable to the late Eocene reference simulation (MOD orbital configurations, same paleogeography), at the exception of the prescribed halving of the atmospheric CO2 concentration (to 560 ppm) and the presence of an Antarctic ice sheet. As for the Eocene, we explore the sensitivity of the early Oligocene vegetation to orbital forcing, although in a simpler way. We conducted two orbital sensitivity experiments using the HALO and HBLO configurations that were approached in the early Oligocene at ~32 Ma (fig. S1). The global metrics calculated for the Oligocene (Table 1, 560-ppm simulations) indicate a ~5°C cooler world that is also drier (by about 100 mm/year), more seasonal (MATRs of 6.7° to 16.1°C), and with greater desert extent (31.2 to 34.2%). The largest changes in simulated biomes between the Eocene and Oligocene reference (MOD) simulations occur at mid to high latitudes (Fig. 4A), where the lower pCO2 levels induce the strongest temperature anomalies (4° to 13°C drop in MAT fig. S5A). In these areas, the cooler temperatures
narrow the tropical zone and shift all climatic envelopes toward lower latitudes, resulting in the equatorward migration of most biomes. This effect is particularly clear in Australia and eastern Asia, where the biome composition shifts mostly from warm-temperate forests in the Eocene toward temperate mixed forests. Scandinavia, Siberia, and Northern America biomes shift from temperate mixed forest to temperate coniferous or cold forests. Moreover, the global drying simulated for the early Oligocene, especially at mid to high latitudes (∼30 to −100% in MAP poleward of 50° of latitude; fig. S5B), triggers increased proportions of woodland, savanna, and shrubland in Patagonia, Siberia, northern America, and Greenland.

The comparison with the early Oligocene biome compilation of (20) yields similarly good results for low-latitude and subtropical regions, with a good fit for tropical, shrubby, and warm-temperate environments (Fig. 4B). At these low latitudes, the model does not simulate important changes in the different biome locations between the ensemble of Eocene and Oligocene experiments, which seems coherent with the abundance of low-latitude sites displaying no clear change over the greenhouse–icehouse transition (19, 20). A notable difference is the increased proportion of orbitally sensitive proxy sites (∼70% of total sites for the early Oligocene compilation against 50% for the late Eocene; indicated by circles in Fig. 4B). This suggests that biomes became increasingly responsive to orbital forcing, especially at mid to high latitudes, in response to late Eocene/early Oligocene global climate cooling. The simulated increase in orbital sensitivity is related to the fact that PFTs are mainly constrained by the temperatures of the coldest months (table S1): In all our 1120-ppm simulations, winter temperatures generally remain above freezing regardless of the orbital configuration, whereas the 560-ppm simulations generate a wider range of cold temperatures, which enables a higher variety of biomes to settle (fig. S6). At northern high latitudes, several sites in eastern Greenland reflect the spreading of coniferous forests from the middle-late Eocene to the early Oligocene (38). This is coherent with the temperate coniferous to cold forest biomes simulated for the Oligocene (fig. S6). However, many proxy sites from the Pound and Salzmann compilation, especially in Siberia and eastern Canada, indicate notably warmer environments than the ones simulated with inferred biomes of temperate, warm-temperate, or even paratropical forests poleward of 60°N in continental settings. Most of these discrepancies (∼20% of all the proxy sites, materialized as stars in Fig. 4B) are not resolved by either of the two other orbital settings tested, but other configurations may partially reduce the mismatch. For example, we have shown that HO conditions in the Eocene simulations yield more forested environments at high latitudes (Fig. 3). Moreover, it is probable that other forcings exert a crucial influence in these regions, some of which are detailed in the following section.

**DISCUSSION**

**Paleoclimate “snapshot” representations: A reasonable approximation?**

Given the difficulty to date pre-Quaternary fossils and sedimentological records with orbital precision, they are likely to be interpreted as representative of an “average climatic signature.” In addition, most paleoclimate simulations designed to provide a physical background for these field interpretations use the present-day orbital configuration, mostly for comparison purposes with modern conditions, and also due to computing limitations. This simplistic approach may hold in regions displaying unaffected climatic envelopes under contrasted orbital forcing (e.g., fig. S2). However, in regions particularly sensitive to orbitally forced climate change, or in environments already close to a climate threshold (e.g., a cold month temperature boundary preventing tropical trees to settle), this methodology may generate important data-model comparison mismatch. For the late Eocene, some rare high-resolution deposits have demonstrated the strong impact orbital variation may have on regional hydrology and vegetation coverage (12, 14). The handful of studies that have tested alternate orbital configurations for this same period have documented the potentially large climate response to this short-term forcing (3, 4, 6, 8, 9), but the implications in terms of vegetation coverage variability were not addressed, except for China in early Eocene conditions (9).

The present results provide sensitivity maps of plant community composition that can be used to aid in paleoenvironmental reconstructions, by describing possible biome distributions for the late Eocene and early Oligocene. These maps can serve as tools that highlight areas where particular care should be taken in the interpretation of long-term vegetation evolution, and related paleoenvironmental and paleoclimatic parameters. As shown in Results, the biome composition of 84% (resp. 80%) of late Eocene (resp. early Oligocene) proxy sites from the Pound and Salzmann pollen compilation is correctly simulated in at least one of the seven (resp. three) orbital simulations performed here. Our results suggest that apparently diverging pollen assemblages may be explained by orbital variability and that biome transitions may have occurred over short periods of time in some areas, which could have led to potentially diverging interpretations in terms of climate. Moreover, some paleoenvironments (e.g., semiarid versus more humid) were probably preferentially recorded at orbital time scale, depending on local water conditions and the morpho-anatomical characteristics of the plants (e.g., thin deciduous versus tough evergreen leaves) (39, 40).

**Case study: Comparison with high-resolution records in East Asia**

Only one clear case study currently enables data-model comparison for orbital variability, highlighting the important need for additional high-resolution field work. The high dependence on precession of Northern Hemisphere summer precipitation in the tropics and subtropics (obliquity being a second-order factor at low latitudes) bears consistency with observations from the deep-lacustrine Jiangan Basin in eastern China (paleoposition: ∼30°N, 110°E), which suggest eccentricity and precession-driven depositional patterns (12). Huang and Hinnov (12) propose that configurations inducing hot boreal summer, such as those approaching our HBHO and HBLO end-member cases, would have led to increased monsoon penetration inland and wetter summers, which would have favored silt and mudstone deposits. On the other hand, configurations inducing mild winters and cooler and drier summers, such as those approaching our HAHO and HALO end-member configurations, would have been more prone to evaporite deposits. Fossil pollen preserved in this basin indicates a relatively higher proportion of xerophytic taxa (Ephedripites) in the evaporite horizons, which corroborates this hypothesis (12).

Further inland, the shallow lacustrine Xining Basin (paleoposition: ∼40°N, 100°E) also preserves alternations of orbitally paced mudstone and evaporitic deposits, although with a marked obliquity pattern identified during the 40-Ma to 34-Ma interval (13). The
interpretation of Abels et al. (13) is different from the perennial lacu­trine Jianghan deposits because, in shallow ephemeral lakes, the gypsum beds are correlated to relatively wetter phases and mudstones to drier ones within a globally semi-arid context (13). This difference in orbital responses is interpreted to relate to the position of the Xining Basin, which is located within the scope of westernly moisture in a more continental setting and further away from the monsoon influence, and at higher latitudes, where the influence of obliquity tends to be stronger. The climate and vegetation reconstructed from the Xining Basin are, however, complex to interpret as they also have been shown to be tightly dependent on regional periodic regressions of the proto-Paratethys Sea in the west (14, 41, 42). This case study shows the potential of data-model comparison to provide physical constraints to proxy records focusing on the expression of orbital variability (43, 44).

**Intermittent monsoons: How often?**

One of the most important outcomes of this study is the possible existence of orbitally induced intermittent monsoon-like climates as early as the late Eocene, primarily forced by precession (Fig. 2). It is well documented that precession configurations triggering warm boreal (austral) summer conditions amplify the Northern (Southern) Hemisphere monsoons via the amplification of continental summer low-pressure zones increasing the onshore deviation of the ITCZ (37, 43). This feature appears to be have been stable throughout the Cenozoic, as shown by modeling studies using Eocene boundary conditions (3, 7, 8), but also for the Miocene (44) and the present (45, 46). A second-order forcing observed in our simulations is obliquity because an increased obliquity tends to enhance subtropical summer precipitations, particularly in Northern Hemisphere sites (Fig. 2). Many low-latitude proxies (e.g., speleothems and Mediterranean sapropels) also express a clear obliquity signal, although the effect of obliquity on incoming solar radiation at these latitudes is weak (in contrast to precession, which exerts a local forcing on ITCZ deviation through increased heating of low latitudes). The attempts to explain the low-latitude obliquity imprint in proxy records have often involved some remote teleconnections between low and high latitudes through ice volume variations (43), which is unlikely to be the main driver in our late Eocene ice-sheet free simulations. Another theory has emerged (47), however, showing that variations of the summer intertropical insolation gradient (SITIG; calculated between 23°N and 23°S) reflect both precession and obliquity variations without any need for ice-sheet variations. The mechanism involved is as follows: In HO configurations, the temperature gradient is low in the summer hemisphere and strong in the winter hemisphere due to increased cooling of the mid to high latitudes compared to the low latitudes. Therefore, HO configurations trigger stronger SITIG, which strengthens the winter Hadley cell branch and increases water vapor advection from the winter hemisphere toward the summer hemisphere tropics (48). The examination of the simulated SITIG in our experiments corroborates this mechanism, as our simulations producing the stronger SITIG (Fig. S7) correspond to stronger summer precipitations in the four tropical sites highlighted in Fig. 2.

Comparing these simulated end-member SITIG values to the reconstructed SITIG variations along the 42-Ma to 34-Ma studied period [calculated from Laskar et al. (49), shown in fig. S7] allows us to evaluate the likelihood of occurrence of such SITIG gradient values during the late Eocene (fig. S7). While some configurations triggered extreme SITIG values that were not matched during the studied period (HBHO and HALO for the boreal summer and HBHO and HBLO for the austral summer; fig. S7), other configurations triggering summer precipitation peaks (HBLO in China and HBLO and HO in Mexico) produce SITIG values that were met during at least 2 to 6% of the 42-Ma to 34-Ma interval (fig. S7). Therefore, although this monsoon-like circulation might not represent the dominant climatic mode, it might have been a regularly occurring situation. As for the Southern Hemisphere, tropical summer precipitations show less sensitivity to obliquity (Fig. 2) and the SITIG gradient needed to trigger the required rainy season appears to be more ubiquitous (for example, the HALO configuration triggering SITIG values that were met about 20% of the time).

**Implications for faunal dispersal events and biome variability**

The medium to high biome variability of several narrow continental corridors in both the late Eocene and the early Oligocene, such as the Beringia, Turgai, and Anatolian land bridges, may have important biogeographical implications. The presence of these terrestrial corridors is paramount for biodiversity dispersal, and while the presence of such bridges at the EOT is well established (27, 50–53), we suggest that orbital forcings might have modulated faunal and/or floral dispersal from Asia to other continents.

To illustrate this, we compare the biomes obtained for two contrasted orbital configurations (HALO and HBLO) for the late Eocene (1120 ppm) and the early Oligocene (560 ppm; Fig. 5), respectively, in the Eurasian region. Two dispersal routes between Asia and western Europe are proposed in this region (27): Dispersal is thought to have existed through the Turgai corridor during the late Eocene and until the Oligocene (31 Ma) before shifting to the Anatolian route, more to the south (27). While our spatial resolution cannot fully render the complex paleogeography of intricated islands in this region, our results, however, suggest that, if western Europe remained stably covered by warm-temperate biomes across the late Eocene and Early Oligocene, the Turgai and Anatolian regions display more orbitally driven variability in biome composi­tion (Fig. 5). The Late Eocene HALO configuration allows the establishment of warm-temperate biomes across all the Turgai region, therefore creating a continuous biome corridor. On the contrary, the HBLO configuration leads to cooler temperate biomes because of colder winters and breaks the continuity of the

![Fig. 5. Biome stability over the Eurasian Turgai and Anatolian land bridges.](image-url)
warm-temperate biome despite an unchanged pCO₂ (1120 ppm). This fragmentation of biomes along the corridor may have temporarily hampered faunal migrations occurring through this bridge in the late Eocene. In the early Oligocene cases, the Turgai route seems even more unlikely to act as dispersal corridor, given the notably cooler biomes simulated (temperate coniferous forest) contrasting strongly with the stable warm-temperate European forests. At lower latitudes, however, the Anatolian region presents a more homogeneous warm-temperate forest coverage, which is insensitive to orbital variations at 560 ppm. Therefore, while pCO₂ appears to be the main driver of these widespread biome changes, our results suggest that orbital changes may have temporarily hampered faunal migrations via the Turgai route by fragmenting this biome corridor, especially during the late Eocene.

**Limitations and future directions**

A few points of systematic discordance between the data and the model remain (indicated by stars in Figs. 1H and 4B), accounting for 16% (20%) of the biome reconstructions for the late Eocene (early Oligocene). This mismatch might be explained by model limitations, such as the PFT parametrization, systematic biases, or a too coarse topography. For example, the position of “transition zones” between biomes is dependent on the PFT bioclimatic threshold parametrizations (presented in table S1) and biomass rules applied, which tend to rely on modern properties. In addition, the IPSL-CM5A2 model that was used here, despite various improvements on modern climatic features when compared to the IPSL-CM5A previous version, is known, as with its predecessor, to underestimate modern precipitation over South America and Asia (54, 55), which likely applied in the Eocene as well (56).

In addition, besides general data uncertainties, such as biases of preservation, sample reworking, or imprecise dating or location, the use of fossil pollen and spores to generate biomes (20) also has limitations. For instance, palynological records can represent time-extensive accumulations of regional vegetation that may mask short-term temporal or spatial biome shifts. Although some pollen taxa present in the assemblages (“form genera,” i.e., pollen that was not determined to species level) cannot be taken into account when generating paleo-biomes, use of a presence/absence matrix allows the representation of taxa regardless of their relative abundance (and evolution between the late Eocene and the early Oligocene). This can actually be viewed as a strength of the method, as it also compensates for other taphonomic constraints (e.g., interspecies differences in pollen production, dispersal, or preservation). While far less ubiquitous than palynomorphs, macrobotanical remains generally present a more local, shorter-term vegetation signal that can provide additional information (57). To make such a comparison at a global scale is, however, not currently possible, as high-resolution records across the EOT do not exist for all the biomes studied here.

The approach taken in this study could, in the future, be expanded in several directions, such as the use of the dynamic vegetation model online, instead of asynchronously (see Materials and Methods), to take into account vegetation feedback on all climatic components, especially the ocean (58). The use of orbital end-members allowed the exploration of the full range of orbital variability impact on biome composition, but more realistic orbital configurations could be used to test more precise hypotheses in specific regions. Moreover, the decrease in pCO₂ and the inception of the Antarctic ice sheet are not the only important changes to be considered between the Eocene and Oligocene. Over the period of time considered here, additional paleogeographic changes could be introduced to perform a more realistic early Oligocene reconstruction, such as the important sea-level drop consecutive to the glaciation of Antarctica (59) that had major implications on continentality and possibly on atmospheric circulation (60). In Asia in particular, the sea-level drop enhanced the retreat of the Paratethys Sea, increased continentality, and deeply influenced the hydrology and temperatures, probably enhancing aridity in Central Asia (61, 62) and reshaping the biodiversity in the region (29, 30, 42). Other paleogeographic features such as the Drake Passage deepening or the Tibetan Plateau uplift likely played a part in shaping the evolution of Cenozoic climate, but their precise evolution through time remains highly debated (63–67). Therefore, we believe that they should be the topic of dedicated modeling studies. Last, this work underlines the need for well-dated high-resolution proxy records in key areas combined with simulations constrained with more detailed paleogeography to better understand the role of orbital variability in climate records.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**IPSL-CM5A2 model components**

IPSL-CM5A2 is an Earth system model designed for multimillennial simulations (54) composed of the atmospheric LMDz5A model, with a resolution of $3.75° \times 1.89°$ (longitude \times latitude) and 39 vertical layers from the surface up to 40 km high, the land surface ORCHIDEE model, and the ocean and sea ice NEMO–LIM2–PISCES model, in which the tripolar oceanic grid has a resolution varying between 0.5° and 2° and 31 vertical layers. The continuity of the processes at the interface between ocean and atmosphere is ensured by the OASIS coupler. The performances of the model and comparison with previously existing IPSL-CM5 model are fully described in a dedicated paper (54). The ORCHIDEE land surface model (68) is used in its three-soil layer (bucket) version, which includes river runoff and describes the vegetation through 13 PFTs, 2 anthropics (not used in this study), and 11 naturals (69): 8 forest PFTs, 1 bare soil PFT, and 2 grass PFTs (C₄ and C₃). As C₄ plants expanded starting from the late Miocene (70), this last PFT was deactivated. In the following modeling steps, the vegetation was either prescribed or allowed to evolve, as detailed below. In dynamic vegetation mode, starting from bare soil, all PFTs are able to grow, expand, or shrink, depending on the climatic conditions. In this configuration, each grid cell disposes of an infinite seed stock for each PFT, preventing the total and definitive extinction in case of a strongly unfavorable climatic episode during the experiment.

**Simulation setup**

Simulations are run in a two-step process: first, in atmosphere-ocean mode with an Eocene paleogeographic reconstruction (fig. S9A) and a forced vegetation map (fig. S9B) to produce realistic sea surface temperature (SST). At this step, a reference Eocene simulation (EOC_MOD) is performed using modern orbital parameters, a pCO₂ at 1120 ppm (other greenhouse gas concentrations left to their preindustrial values), no ice sheets, and a solar constant reduced to 1360.19 W/m². This simulation was previously described and validated against late Eocene proxy sea surface and continental MAT compilations [see (56) and references therein]. After 3000 years, it reaches equilibrium (the deepest ocean layer shows a drift inferior to 0.1°C per century; fig. S8C). Six atmosphere-ocean simulations...
describing the end-members of eccentricity, obliquity, and precession (Table 1) are then performed restarting from the last day of the EOC_MOD experiment. These simulations run for 500 years, until reaching stable SST and oceanic heat content at 100 m depth (fig. S8D). Their SSTs are then averaged over the past 50 years of simulation and used to constrain the second phase of simulations, in which the PFT distribution of each orbital configuration is simulated using the atmosphere-vegetation mode. These dynamic vegetation simulations run for 150 years until reaching stable PFT composition. As some simulations displayed decadal variability in the climatic and vegetation fraction signals, the results are averaged over the last 50 years to grasp only the dominant PFT proportion signal. The early Oligocene simulation set follows the same sequence, the only differences being the reduced pCO2 to 560 ppm and the presence of an Antarctic ice sheet.

**Impact of the dynamic vegetation mode**

The effect of prescribed versus dynamic vegetation is shown in fig. S9. In terms of vegetation coverage (as opposed to bare soil, hence regardless of the PFTs) (fig. S9A), the main changes are observed at the South Pole, as well as at the equator and the intertropical zone, where some areas present a 100% increase in vegetation coverage, meaning that regions that were seen as bare soil in the forced vegetation atmosphere-ocean simulation (EOC_MOD) actually grew a full vegetation coverage in dynamic vegetation mode (EOC_MOD_VD). This is observed in Antarctica, in Brazil, on the eastern coast of Asia, and in central Africa. This new vegetation repartition induces cooling up to 4°C in the Amazon region (fig. S9B), along with increased MAP by up to 30 to 100% (fig. S9, C and D) and latent heat flux increase of 20 to 50 W/m² in the areas that grew vegetation (fig. S9E). Previous studies demonstrated that major changes in land surface coverage (e.g., from a complete desert to a fully afforested land) could lead to significant retroactions on the oceanic component (58, 71). The PFT changes observed between our two simulating steps remain, however, much more localized than these extreme sensitivity experiments. We nevertheless ran a test atmosphere-ocean simulation (MOD orbital configuration) forced with the PFT coverage map obtained with the MOD atmosphere-vegetation dynamical run and ensure PFT changes did not trigger major retroaction on the oceanic component.

**Result treatment methodology**

Each PFT coverage evolution is approximated through its summer of the middle Eocene to Oligocene, Jianghan Basin, China. *Earth Planet. Sci. Lett.* 528, 115846 (2019).
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